Caribbean Wave

Materials

12 ft baby blue 550 paracord
7 ft blue blend 550 paracord
¾ inch buckle

(Cost for this project starts at $4.75)
Click here for our tutorials page

Step 1: With the baby blue cord create a four strand double cow's hitch. See our tutorial for instructions.

Step 2: Insert one end of the blue blend cord through the knots at the working end of the bracelet.

Step 3: Bring the blend cord up through the middle of the bracelet and across the two strands on the right.

Step 4: Fold the blend cord back and insert it above itself under the first cord on the right, over the center two and under the cord on the left.
Step 5: Wrap the blend cord over the two left cords and insert it down through the first loop as shown.

Step 6: Bring the left blue cord up through the left loop in the blend cord.

Step 7: Insert the blue cord down between the two left cords. Then wrap it above itself around the left cord and insert it down between the cords again.

Step 8: Bring the right blue cord up through the right loop in the blend cord as shown.

Step 9: Insert the same blue cord down between the right cords. Wrap it, above itself, around the right cord and insert it down between the two right cords again.

Step 10: Tighten all cords. Repeat steps 3 through 10 until you reach the end of the bracelet.
Once you reach the end, make sure your ends are secure, weave them through the back if needed. Then trim and melt the ends.

This made a 9 ¾ inch long bracelet.